Package & Price list
DMAX Refresher
Basic exterior wash
Quick interior vacuum
Basic wipe down - dash & console
Wipe down windows
Dress tires

Bronze Clean
Basic exterior hand wash
Interior vacuum
Wipe dash & console
Clean windows
Dress Tires

Service Special Detailing Package
Exterior hand wash
Engine rinse off
Shampoo floor mats
Vacuum trunk if it's not too full of personal belongings
Clean dash, console, cubbies & cup holders
Refresh & shine interior with non sticky dressing
Dress door jambs & door panels
Streak Free Window Cleaning
Dress Tires

Cars

2 Row SUV
2 Door truck

Van, 4dr truck
3 Row SUV

$28.95

$33.95

$38.95

Super quick cleanup to get you back on the road quickly,
The “Refresher” works great as a weekly clean up, keeps
your vehicle comfortably livable. Expect to be back on the
road in approx. 30 minutes

Cars

2 Row SUV
2 Door truck

Van, 4dr truck
3 Row SUV

$47.95

$55.95

$62.95

Very similar to the “Refresher” just more thorough. The
“Bronze” package is a great monthly clean that gets into a
few more nooks & crannies to keep your vehicle fun to drive.
This package takes approx. 1 hour.

Cars

2 Row SUV
2 Door truck

Van, 4dr truck
3 Row SUV

$95.95

$110.95

$124.95

The perfect detailing package to get while you are at one of
our dealerships having other service work done. This is the
one you want to get when you are going to have special
guests in your vehicle or preparing for a special event. Our
Service Special is the perfect compromise between speed,
price and quality. Very thorough cleaning, gets you back on
the road in approx. 2.0 hours

Silver Reconditioning Detailing Package
Complete "Interior Portion" of the Gold Reconditioning
Exterior Hand Wash
Quick Engine Rinse
Complete Interior & Trunk Vacuum
Complete Carpets & Mats Shampoo
Complete Upholstery Shampoo (Fabric Interiors)
Clean & Deep Condition Leather Seats (Leather Interiors)
Complete Intricate Interior Detailing & Dressing
Streak Free Window Cleaning
Dress Tires

Cars

2 Row SUV
2 Door truck

Van, 4dr truck
3 Row SUV

$164.95

$189.95

$212.95

The BEST, Interior Only, vehicle restoration, level detailing
package in Winnipeg. The DMAX “Silver” level
reconditioning package restores the interior of your vehicle
to “like new” condition. Due to all the moisture that ends up
inside your vehicle from all the shampooing, we prefer to
keep your vehicle overnight to ensure that your seats &
carpets are completely dry. However, if you do require your
vehicle back on the same day, we can do that, we will simply
show you how to ensure the carpets get fully dry without any
issues. Working time approx. 4.5 hours plus drying time

***Excessive pet hair, bad carpet or fabric staining extra (per quote)***

Gold Reconditioning Detailing Package
Complete Deep Clean of Everything, Inside & Out
Meticulous Exterior Hand Wash
Complete Tar & Bug Removal
Engine Shampoo
Degrease Door Jambs & Lowers
Complete Interior & Trunk Vacuum
Complete Carpets & Mats Shampoo
Complete Upholstery Shampoo (Fabric Interiors)
Clean & Deep Condition Leather Seats (Leather Interiors)
Complete Intricate Interior Detailing & Dressing
Streak Free Window Cleaning
Dress Tires
Exterior (Paint) Single Stage Machine Polish

Cars

2 Row SUV
2 Door truck

Van, 4dr truck
3 Row SUV

$224.95

$258.95

$290.95

The BEST, all inclusive, vehicle restoration, level detailing
package in Winnipeg. The DMAX “Gold” level reconditioning
package not only restores the interior of your vehicle to “like
new” condition, it adds a shine and a protective layer of
polish & paint sealant to the exterior as well. Like aging a
fine wine, this package takes time. Whenever possible,
when performing this package, we prefer to keep your
vehicle overnight to ensure that your seats & carpets are
completely dry. However, if you do require your vehicle back
on the same day, we can do that, we will simply show you
how to ensure the carpets get fully dry without any issues.
Working time approx. 6 hours plus dry time

***Excessive pet hair, bad carpet or fabric staining &/or hardened sap extra (per quote)***

MENU PRICING
Basic Exterior Hand Wash & chamois dry
Basic interior vacuum only
Engine Shampoo
Carpet & Floor Mat Shampoo
Upholstery (Seats) Shampoo
Complete Interior shampoo
Foggy or yellowing headlight restoration
Machine Polish (Single stage, pre-wash & tar removal extra)
Cut & Polish (3 stage, pre-wash & tar removal extra)
Complete Odor Elimination (Require vehicle for 2-3 days)
Tar Removal
Scratch Removal
Excessive Pet Hair Removal

Cars

2 Row SUV
2 Door truck

Van, 4dr truck
3 Row SUV

$12.39
$16.49
$21.59
$12.39
$16.49
$21.59
$48.95
$48.95
$48.95
$59.95
$71.95
$82.95
$59.95
$71.95
$82.95
$89.95
$107.95
$124.95
$68.95
$68.95
$68.95
$86.95
$99.95
$111.95
$289.95
$333.95
$374.95
$86.95
$86.95
$86.95
As Per Estimate - Between $34.95 - $105.95 approx.
AS PER ESTIMATE
EXTRA - AS PER ESTIMATE

